Arizona Sportsmen for Wildlife Conservation – Sanderson Ford 2020 Raptor Raffle

Rules

The Raffle will be based on the sale of chances to win a 2020 Ford Raptor.

Chances will be sold at $20.00 each or six chances for $100.00.

Buyers may purchase multiple chances for the raffle.

An unlimited number of chances will be sold for this raffle.

You will not receive any tickets in the mail; your online receipt is proof of entry.

Raffle chances may be purchased online at: azsfwc.org.

A receipt will be sent online when chances are purchased.

Persons must be 21 years of age to participate in the raffle.

Entry deadline will be December 18, 2020, with a joint Arizona Sportsmen for Wildlife Conservation / Sanderson Ford drawing to be held by the end of December 2020. Winner need not be present at the drawing.

Employees of Arizona Sportsmen for Wildlife Conservation or Sanderson Ford are not eligible to participate.

Sanderson Ford has the discretion to allow the winner to exchange the 2020 Raptor for another Ford vehicle. If the winner elects to choose a vehicle other than the Raptor, the cost of that vehicle will not exceed AZSFWC’s cost for the Raptor, unless the winner agrees to pay any and all additional costs.

In exchange for the vehicle, the winner may take a one-time cash option of $25,000.00, and shall be responsible for all taxes on the cash prize amount.

AZSFWC will attempt to contact the winner immediately after the drawing. Telephone, Electronic mail, and US mail will be used if necessary.
If immediate contact is not made, and after winning notifications are sent by AZSFWC, winner must contact AZSFWC within 30 days of the drawing, if not, the first of two alternates drawn, will be contacted as the winner of the raffle.

Winner must take possession their prize within 90 days of the drawing.

Winner must present personal identification to claim their prize.

Winner can only be the individual identified on the order form, no transfers.

Winner consents to using their name and likeness as the winner of the raffle.

Winner is responsible for all taxes (including income taxes), registration, licensing and any other fees necessary to claim the vehicle. Other conditions may also apply.

If the winner chooses the vehicle option, the winner is responsible for claiming it at Sanderson Ford in Glendale Arizona. The vehicle will not be shipped to any other location, unless the winner makes those arrangements and pays all fees.

Arizona Sportsmen for Wildlife Conservation shall administer the raffle.

Proceeds from the raffle solely benefit Arizona Sportsmen for Wildlife Conservation, a qualified Arizona non-profit corporation.

All sales are final, no refunds will be granted.

For any questions you may have regarding the raffle or for more information go to: azsfwc.org